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We’re here for the good of the country.

CAUSES OF MILK
CONTAMINATION
AND SPOILAGE.

FMG MILK CLAIMS.

April 2012 – March 2017

Number of claims: 4820
Total claims paid: $13.9m
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A FEW THINGS
WE’VE LEARNT.
As an advice-led insurer we’re committed to helping
farmers manage their risksavoiding loss means
reducing stress, lost production and down time.
Over the last five years, FMG has settled over 4,800 claims
for milk contamination and spoilage, paying out nearly $14
million to dairy farming members.
At the peak of the season, FMG receives an average of five
milk claims per day.

ANTIBIOTIC
CONTAMINATION.
Almost one third of milk claims are due to
antibiotic contamination.

Post calving mastitis
While antibiotic contamination occurs throughout the
season, claims peak early in the season when mastitis
and antibiotic use are most frequent.

MRS T
Follow the DairyNZ MRS T process:

Almost 90% of milk contamination and spoilage
claims are caused by:

• antibiotic contamination
• chiller/plant failure
• chiller/vat not being turned on
• power failure
• wash water and detergent contamination.
Staff training
It’s important that your employees are well trained and
understand your milking process. Having a consistent
induction programme with new employees including relief
milkers, and incorporating an ongoing training plan will
help you minimise loss and interruption to your operation.
It will also contribute to the professional development of
your employees.
For larger operations, having training available for staff
and a documented milking process is key. And if something
does go wrong review the incident and make changes to
your training and processes if required.

• Mark when a cow needs antibiotic treatment
• Record the cow’s number and treatment details
• Separate from the milking herd
• Treat
Where possible, graze treated animals well away from
the herd, to reduce the chance of animals jumping
fences to rejoin them.
Milk treated cows last and ensure the milk transfer
line is disconnected from the vat and connected to
a suitable vessel before milking.
Refer to DairyNZ’s Healthy Udder to review best practice,
available at www.dairynz.co.nz/healthy-udder

Smaller herds
For smaller operations, it’s the importance of ‘separate’
in the MRS T process that can often be overlooked. With
smaller herds the milker may be reluctant to have separate
mobs of only a few cows (perceiving this as a hassle),
instead relying on their ability to be able to spot the marked
cow when it comes in the shed. But a simple lapse in
attention often leads to mistakes and milk contamination.

CHILLER FAILURE.
Over a quarter of milk claims are due to
chiller failure.
Peak in early summer
Chiller failure claims usually peak in December and
January. In early summer milk production is still high,
having come down slightly from the spring peak, but still
not yet adversely affected by the prolonged dry weather
of summer. At the same time, air temperatures have risen
substantially since spring, nearly reaching their seasonal
peak.
Chillers under stress
The combination of near full vats and higher
air temperatures in early summer creates a situation
in which chillers can be subject to higher workloads. In
order to avoid a chiller breakdown, actions should be
taken to reduce stress on the chiller.

The Ministry for Primary Industries New Zealand
Code of Practice for the design and operation of
Farm Dairies has new milk cooling standards.
From 1 June 2018 on all farms, raw milk must:
a) be cooled to 10°C or below within four hours of
the commencement of milking
b) be cooled to 6°C or below within the sooner of:
i) six hours from the commencement of milking
ii) two hours from the completion of milking
c) be held at or below 6°C without freezing until
collection or the next milking
d) must not exceed 10°C during subsequent milkings.

• Milking timings

Depending on tanker pick-up timings, altering your
milking times to earlier in the morning may be
an option. This allows the chiller to work with the
cooler early morning air temperatures to bring and
maintain the vat temperature to its required level,
rather than against the higher air temperatures by
mid-morning.

• Coolers working correctly

Ensure milk coolers are working correctly and
that milk is entering the vat at the required
temperature. If milk is entering the vat at a higher
temperature, the chiller is required to work harder
to bring the milk temperature down, placing it
under increased workloadit’s a job better
performed by the right cooler system.

• Consider milk vat insulation

Insulating the milk vat protects it from heat gain
and reduces the stress on the chiller system. The
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority
(EECA) has found that vat insulation can increase
the refrigeration capacity of a vat up to an
additional 20%, chilling the milk faster and using
up to 40% less energy to do so. Milk cooling and
refrigeration accounts for approximately 30% of
the total energy costs of operating a dairy shed.
Visit the EECA’s dairy farming website for more
information www.eecabusiness.govt.nz/
sectors/farming/dairy-farming/

Continued overleaf.

CHILLER NOT ON.

POWER FAILURE.

Forgetting to turn the chiller on accounts for 12% of milk
claims paid out. Seasonally, incidences of forgetting to turn
the chiller on are most frequent in the period from October
to December. This period coincides with the end of calving,
and a period in which the on-farm intensity decreases. It is
often a time when managers and staff take leave for longer
periods, following the pressures of calving.

Over 10% of milk claims are a result of a loss of power.
Power failure can have a major impact on your ability to both
milk and refrigerate milk at the required temperature, so it’s
important to have plans for power loss in place.

To help prevent human error on the farm, take time away
from the farm to relax, refocus and reenergise. Having
a well-designed roster should include clear allocation
of responsibilities to those remaining on-farm to ensure
nothing gets missed when you or a staff member are away
from the farm.

Include alternative milking options for loss of power or
water in your farm contingency plan.
Consider purchasing a back-up generator to power your
milking shed during times of power outages or failure.
Have your dairy company supply contact details readily
available. In some cases if contacted, dairy companies
may be able to redirect tankers to affected areas for
emergency milk pick up.

Place one of FMG’s milk vat reminder stickers in your
shed or near the switch as a reminder to switch on
the vat. These can be ordered on our website
www.fmg.co.nz, search ‘vat sticker’.

WASH WATER AND
DETERGENT.
Additional resources:
Dairy NZ
www.dairynz.co.nz
S.M.A.S.H
www.smallerherds.co.nz
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority
www.eecabusiness.govt.nz
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Ensure your machine and dairy wash down procedure is
displayed in the shed, and include a reminder to check the
taps have been changed. Milk can be diluted if taps are not
fully closed, causing milk claims, so remind employees to
check taps are closed. A simple method is to use coloured
tape to indicate and remind the correct tap position.

